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CME of the 25th of May 2011 
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• First STEREO/HI observation (from 94o W) at 08:09 UT 

• From STEREO/HI CME event list:    [See https://www.stereo.r.ac.uk] 

• Back-projected onset 03:15 UT (Self Similar Expansion fitting [Davies et al., 2012] 
applied to time-elongation profile extracted from J-map) 

• Back-projected source location -17o longitude, -11o latitude (Heliocentric Earth 
equatorial [HEEQ] coordinates);   Velocity 545 km/s 



CME of the 25th of May 2011 
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• From STEREO/HI CME event list: (continued…) 

• Projected arrival at 1 AU 28th May 12:56 UT  

• ACE ICME arrival at Earth -  28th May 01:00 UT (shock), 05:00-21:00 UT (ICME)  

No consistent LASCO (L1) event reported (CDAW CME list). Is this unusual and 
what are the implications for space weather forecasting? 
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Introduction 
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Exploit CME catalogues of: 

(i) L1 coronagraph (SOHO/LASCO – CDAW [https://cdaw.gsfc.nasa.gov/CME_list/]                 
(ii) off Sun-Earth line heliospheric imager (STEREO/HI – [HELCATS]) 

i.e. CMEs in the corona and CMEs in the heliosphere 
 
Aim: 

• To investigate and compare the performance of                                                                    
observations from L1 and near L4/L5 in identifying                                                                   
and tracking Earth-directed CMEs  

• To explore the advantages in utilising both coronal                                                                  
and heliospheric data, both with a view to space                                                       
weather application 



STEREO/HI Event list HIGeoCAT  (kinematic)  
https://www.helcats-fp7.eu/catalogues/wp3_cat.html 



Introduction 
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L5 is a key location of choice for space weather missions – but, during first STEREO 
passage through L4 (STEREO-A) and L5 (STEREO-B) (Sept/Oct 2009), Sun very quiet! 
 
Best opportunity, near L4/5 but with the                                                                                
Sun sufficiently active →  2011 
 STEREO-A at 85.6o to 107.1o east 
 STEREO-B at 90.0o to 110.9o west.  
 
STEREO-A  116 CMEs   (classed as fair/good) 
 
LASCO CDAW event classification more                                                                              
descriptive 
 
Nevertheless, most HI CMEs easy to identify in the CDAW lists  



CME onset comparison 
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• CDAW LASCO ‘onset’ 
where projected t-h curve 
crosses limb 

• HELCATS HI ‘onset’ uses 
Self-Similar Expansion fit 
with onset to Sun-centre 
 

• LASCO = plane of sky 
• HI = derived longitude 

 
• Negative = HI CME onset 

leads 
• Positive = LASCO CME 

onset leads 



CME onset comparison 
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• Back-projected CME onset 
times consistent 
 

• Average of the modulus of 
the time difference 
between LASCO projected 
CME onset and HI onset is 
71 minutes 
 

• In only 5% of cases was 
there no reported coronal 
CME counterpart to the 
observed heliospheric CME  



So far, so good… but what about Earth-directed CMEs 
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What about the HI CMEs with no coronal counterpart?                                                
Are they Earth-directed events not readily detected from L1?                                         
 
No question that, in general, there is good correlation                                                     
between LASCO and HI, but of the 116 events, how do LASCO                                            
and HI results compare for Earth-directed events? 
 
Arbitrary ‘target zone’ – bounded by N20-S20 and W20-E20                                            
(HEEQ coordinate system). Of the 116 HI CME events, how                                               
many have back-projected onsets in that zone? i.e. events                                                         
that are most likely to be Earth-directed. 
 



HI Earth-directed CMEs 
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Of the 116 HI CMEs, 29 events in the HI data appear to originate from the target 
zone based on the HIGeoCAT listings (e.g. May 25 event)  
 
For 18 cases of the 29 (15.5% of the total 2011 HI-observed CMEs): the HI data 
suggest that the CMEs are potentially Earth-directed, but LASCO observations do 
not identify these events  
 
In 8 of the 18 cases a subsequent CME arrives at the Earth  
 

26th October 2011 
• First obs:  26th at 16:49 UT;  Projected onset at 11:06 UT  
• Source  -4o longitude,  6o latitude;    Velocity  449 km/s 
• Projected arrival at 1 AU    30th at 08:42 UT 
• No consistent LASCO event (CDAW) 
• ACE arrival:   30th at 10:01 UT (shock),    31st at 01:00-15:00 UT (ICME);  

velocity 410 km/s.  



What does this mean? 
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Inspection of a CME Earth-arrival catalogue from the ACE spacecraft (Richardson & 
Cane) shows that there were 32 CMEs that arrived in the vicinity of Earth in 2011.  
 
Thus, we demonstrate that with L1 coronagraph data alone, not only do we miss 18 
potentially Earth-directed CMEs in that year, we do not detect a quarter of the 
CMEs that actually arrived at Earth  (8 hits, 10 near misses?)  

29th November 2011 
• First obs:  29th at 03:29 UT;  Projected onset at 00:05 UT  
• Source  1o longitude,  11o latitude;    Velocity  437 km/s 
• Projected arrival at 1 AU    2nd Dec. at 00:05 UT 
• No consistent LASCO event (CDAW) 
• ACE arrival:   2nd Dec. at 17:17 UT (shock),    18:00 UT (2nd Dec) - 07:00 UT 

(3rd Dec) (ICME);  velocity 400 km/s.  
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